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Thanks for attending.  My talk today is an introduction to astrophotography.
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Canon EOS-350D, Canon EF 50mm f/1.4 USM
25x30 secs f/2.5 at 50.0mm iso1600



About Me
What I’m Going to Present

Introduction
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About Me
Technical
Creative
Facebook: humayun.qureshi.583@facebook.com
Google+: http://gplus.to/hqureshi
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*I’m a technical person -- I work as a UNIX systems administrator/IT security manager for a federal government department.
*However, I’m also a creative person, having had a camera in my hands for over half my life.  I find that astroimaging combines both these personality types and presents itself as the ultimate challenge!
*I also run my own wedding/portrait photography business and sell prints of my landscape work.

mailto:humayun.qureshi.583@facebook.com
mailto:humayun.qureshi.583@facebook.com
http://gplus.to/hqureshi
http://gplus.to/hqureshi
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Canon EOS-350D (modified), Nikkor 300mm f/4.5ED
32x240 secs (2 hours 8 mins) f/4.5 at 300.0mm iso400



What I’m Going to Present
Telescopes
Mounts
Polar Alignment
Focusing
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Canon EOS-350D (modified), Nikkor 300mm f/4.5ED
15x240 secs (1 hour) f/4.5 at 300.0mm iso400



Telescopes
Reflectors
Refractors
Camera Lenses
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Canon EOS-350D (modified), Borg 125ED 5” f/6.4
12x300 secs (1 hour) f/5.1 (with reducer/flattener) at 650.0mm iso400



Types of Reflectors
Newtonians
Schmidt-Newtonians
Schmidt-Cassegrains
Ritchey–Chrétien
Dall-Kirkhams
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*Ritchey–Chrétien has two hyperbolic mirrors
*Dall-Kirkhams have a concave elliptical primary and convex spheroid secondary; large corrected field



Reflectors

Advantages

Cheap(er)

Larger aperture

Lack of aberrations
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*relatively cheap as they’re made with mirrors rather than ground glass
*have greater aperture diameter which results in finer detail being resolved
*no colour aberrations



Reflectors

Disadvantages

Maintenance

Collimation

Contrast

Coma
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*Maintenance: recoating
*Collimation: aligning mirrors
*Contrast: secondary mirror acts as an obstruction which then scatters light and decreases contrast
*Coma: aberrations (seagulls) at the edge of the field
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Canon EOS-350D (modified), Meade SN10 10” f/4
48x300 secs (4 hours) f/4.0 at 1016mm iso400



Refractors
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Refractors

Advantages

Maintenance free

Less bulky

More forgiving

No need to collimate(!)
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*due to a closed tube design there’s very little need for maintenance other than cleaning the primary objective every now and then
*slender and sleek design makes them portable and easier to transport
*more forgiving than longer focal length instruments
*no need to collimate!



Refractors

Disadvantages

Can be heavy

Affordable scopes are 
smaller

Exponentially expensive

Chromatic aberrations
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*relatively cheap as they’re made with mirrors rather than ground glass
*have greater aperture diameter which results in finer detail being resolved
*no colour aberrations
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Canon EOS-5D Mark II, Takahashi FSQ-106N
54x300 secs (4 hours 30 mins) f/5 at 530mm iso1600



Camera Lenses
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Camera Lenses

Advantages

Ubiquitous

Small

Very forgiving

Affordable

Fast
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*most everyone with a DSLR will have access to some kind of lens; from widefield to zoom
*small and lightweight makes carrying a convenience; can leave attached to a camera
*because the lenses are widefield lenses when compared to even a small refractor, they are very forgiving in polar alignment
*the majority of lenses are quite affordable and can be found second hand on eBay
*lenses let in an obscene amount of light, with some operating at f/1.4 and f/2.8 as common focal ratios



Camera Lenses

Disadvantages

Focal length limited

Design limitations

Good lenses are very 
expensive
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*you’re typically stuck with 200mm or 300mm focal length
*design limitations with respect to lenses not being designed specifically for astrophotographic purposes -- the most difficult test of any optical system is to see how well it resolves a point source of light, such as a star
*good lenses can become very expensive.  Especially when dealing with Canon L-series lenses; they can be more expensive than a telescope and camera combined!
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Canon EOS-350D, Canon EF 50mm f/1.4 USM
20x30 secs (10 minutes) f/2.5 at 50.0mm iso800
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Mounts
Tripods
Altazimuth
German Equatorial
Star Trackers
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Types of Mounts
Tripod
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Tripods

Advantages

Cheap and affordable

Portable

Easy to setup

Versatile

Excellent for star trails
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*everyday tripods are cheap and affordable; they can be very expensive with exotic materials and lightweight builds
*portability isn’t usually an issue
*plonk it down and start shooting
*they can go places that normal mounts can’t
*perfect solution for nice and easy star trail photography (take multiple shorter exposures as per the 700 Rule (next slide) and then stack them using software).



Tripods

Disadvantages

Build quality

Weight constraints

Unable to track

Time limited exposure (700 
Rule)
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*everyday tripods are cheap and affordable; they can be very expensive with exotic materials and lightweight builds
*portability isn’t usually an issue
*plonk it down and start shooting
*they can go places that normal mounts can’t
*the “700 Rule” states that to avoid seeing trailing of stars in web resolution images, then, divide 700 by the focal length of the lens you’re shooting with, to ascertain the maximum duration of exposure:
  Example: on a full frame (35mm) sensor using a 17mm lens: t=700/f; where f is the focal length of the lens (17mm): t=700/17; t=~41 seconds
  Without an intervalometer, your camera is typically limited to 30 seconds, stick to it and increase your ISO to compensate for the 11 second shortfall
  For non-full frame cameras (1.6x crop factor systems), use t=(700/1.6)/f
  Example: non-full frame camera with a 17mm lens: t=(700/1.6)/17; t=~25 seconds
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Canon EOS-5D Mark II, Canon EF 17-40mm f/4L USM
30 secs f/4.0 at 17.0mm iso640
*This image was awarded a highly commended award at the 2011 David Malin Awards
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Canon EOS-5D Mark II, Canon EF 17-40mm f/4L USM
900 secs f/8.0 at 17.0mm iso400



Types of Mounts
Altazimuth
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Altazimuth

Advantages

Good for observing
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*good for observing
*can be converted for imaging via the use of a wedge



Tripods

Disadvantages

Not really designed for 
imaging

Field rotation
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*not really designed for imaging
*because the mount moves in two axes, it creates a step-like pattern.  The centre of the image will be OK, but, the outer edges the stars will not align.



Types of Mounts
German Equatorial
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Canon EOS-350D (modified), Intes MN 7” f/4
34x240 secs (2 hours 16 mins) f/4.0 at 720mm iso400



German Equatorial

Advantages

Robust

Can carry large payloads

Designed for imaging (or 
serious observing)

Can be computer controlled

Autoguiding
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*sturdy builds can take a knock.
*by the time everything is set up with scopes, cameras and cables, there is a lot of weight to be carried.  EQ mounts are designed to carry heavy paylods.
*they are designed for imaging (or serious observing).  As the mount’s right ascension axis points to the celestial pole, it tracks the stars in perfect arcs.
*the ability to be computer controlled via planetarium software so you don’t even need to touch the system.
*usually have an autoguide port to make corrections when tracking errors occur (future discussion as it’s an involved topic).
*recommend an EQ5/HEQ5 at the very least, EQ6 is preferable, and a Losmandy G-11 will see you through for quite a while.
*high end mounts such as Software Bisque’s Paramount ME, Paramount ME II and Paramount MX are superb instruments and have a price tag to match; designed for robotic setups in remote observatories and can carry immense payloads
*Astro-Physics and Takahashi also make beautiful mounts that will last a lifetime, although they’re not as configurable as the Paramount solutions



German Equatorial

Disadvantages

Bulky and heavy

Considerable setup time
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*bulky and heavy, not easily transportable
*unless you have a permanent setup, there is a considerable amount of time in setup, connections, balancing, aligning, and the inevitable tear down



Types of Mounts
Star Trackers
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Star Trackers

Advantages

Small and lightweight

Can take anywhere

Just need a tripod, camera 
and lens
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*awesome little devices that can be taken anywhere
*all you need is your camera, lens and tripod
*point south roughly (or use a polar scope to get precise polar alignment) and expose for many minutes



Star Trackers

Disadvantages

Require batteries

Small payload capacity
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*require batteries to run; the Astrotrac can track for 2 hours before needing to be rewound.  The Vixen Polarie can track indefinitely.  It runs on 2 AA batteries but has a mini USB port that allows battery packs to be used that supply a constant 5V.
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Canon EOS-5D Mark III, Canon EF 50mm f/1.8
360 secs f/5.0 at 50.0mm iso1600



Polar Alignment
What is it?
Why do you do it?
How do you do it?
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What is it?
The process of aligning the telescope so that it points to the 
celestial pole (the point in the sky around which the stars 
appear to rotate).
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Why do you do it?
Once polar aligned, stars or objects should remain static and centred in 
the field of view.  This allows us to image pinpoint stars.  Perfect polar 
alignment means that only one motor of the telescope should be 
working -- the RA motor, which tracks at a sidereal rate.
Autoguiding takes care of any residual tracking errors (future discussion).
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How do you do it?
Drift alignment.
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Drift Alignment - My 15 Steps
Assumptions

Mount is level

Mount is balanced

Mount is pointing south

Camera is attached

Autoguider is attached

Both are oriented in either a north-south or east-west configuration
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Drift Alignment - My 15 Steps

1.Set counterweight shaft horizontal

2.Point the scope so that it is roughly parallel with the RA housing on the 
mount (near the meridian)

3.Watch a star drift

4.Make a large-ish adjustment to the azimuth knob one way or the other

5. If the star drifts less over a given amount of time, then make another 
adjustment in the same direction
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Drift Alignment - My 15 Steps

6. If the star drifts more over a given amount of time, then make adjustment in 
other direction

7.Keep iterating steps 5 and/or 6 until the star doesn’t move at/near the 
meridian

8.Point the scope somewhere within 20-degrees of the eastern or western 
horizon

9.Watch a star drift

10.Make a not-too-large adjustment to the altitude knob one way or the other
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Drift Alignment - My 15 Steps
11.If the star drifts less over a given amount of time, then make another 

adjustment

12.If the star drifts more over a given amount of time, then make another 
adjustment in the opposite direction

13.Keep iterating steps 11 and/or 12 until the star doesn’t move at/near the 
horizon

14.Swing back to the zenith/meridian and double-check that a star doesn’t 
move

15.If a star still drifts, then go back to step 4
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